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The cover of this issue features our 11th rescued
sun bear released into the wild, Wawa.
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Bear Story

Kukuton Comes to BSBCC
Today is the first week of 2022, we have just received
a seven-year-old adult male sun bear named Kukuton,
arrived from Lok Kawi Wildlife Park. His arrival to BSBCC
marks our 66th rescue bear since we started back in
2008.
Kukuton was illegally kept in Kampung Taginambur,
Jalan Kota Belud - Ranau in Kota Belud, Sabah. The
owner claimed that she was trying to protect him, as
his previous owner had the intention to sell him off to
others. Thus, she has continuously kept him in a cage
illegally for four years (from 2015 to 2019), which she
later claims that she was busy in managing her family
affairs during the course of time, and that has led to the
delay of contacting and handing Kukuton over to the
authorities.

Image: Kukuton was handed over to BSBCC in January 2022.

It is against the law and the owner was brought to court.
On the 19th July 2021, she was found guilty for keeping
a Bornean sun bear illegally and the court sentenced her
with a fine of RM15,000 or four months in jail, which was
then settled with the owner paying the fine.
Today, Kukuton is in safe hands at the BSBCC. He
will undergo a one-month quarantine and receive
comprehensive care under the bear care team. We will
do our best and hope that, he can leave his past behind,
learn the skills of being a wild sun bear and prepare
for the day for his return to the forest again. Just bear
in mind that it is illegal to keep a sun bear in captivity
in Sabah. According to the Sabah Wildlife Conservation
Enactment 1997, sun bear is listed as a ‘Totally Protected’
species. Violation of the law will be punished with a fine
of not less than RM50,000 and up to RM250,000 with a

Image: Unloading Kukuton from the truck and transferring him to quarantine
building.
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Buying wild animals is creating an incentive to capture
mothers, so that the young animals can be captured.
When the buying demand stops, the number of killings
will comparatively decrease too. So, please avoid buying
wildlife or any products that derives from wildlife, and
if you see any illegal wildlife trade, please report the
matter to the authorities immediately for action:

1-800-88-5151
#MYCAT Wildlife Crime Hotline:
+6 019 356 4194
#Sarawak Forestry Corporation:
+6 019 885 9996 & +6 016 856 5564
#Sabah Wildlife Department:
+6 088 254 767

Text by Pradeep Aggi Gunasegaran
Photos by Chiew Lin May & Seng Yen Wah
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animals for profit. This usually leads to the killing of the

#Jabatan PERHILITAN Semenanjung Malaysia:
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Logan, The Doughty

Logan is one of the bear cubs that concerned us the
bear to be rescued)

most, as his deformed paw might affect his essential

has arrived at the BSBCC. He was found at Lokan River,

forest skills’ development. In particular, climbing, as the

Four years ago, Logan (the

57th

of

sun bear’s sickled, hard and sharp claws are an essential

May, 2018, Logan was surrendered to the Sabah Wildlife

tool for climbing. Unfortunately, after some time passed

Department (SWD) and sent to the BSBCC on the same

by, we do find that Logan had difficulty in climbing.

day.

Despite of that, Logan shows us that he is a brave,

Kulu-Kulu Village, Kinabatangan, Sabah. On the

19th

courages and robust bear. Even though he seems to get
During the rescue operation, he was just four months

tired easily and fall frequently, he would treasure every

old, with his innocent eyes that has captured our heart.

opportunity that he gets to climb. Now, he is an expert

Another thing that has caught our attention immediately,

climber, though he may not climb as high as other bears,

was his missing thumb and deformed front paw. The

he enjoy spending time in the jungle, rest in the trees

owner reported that Logan used to stay with his mother

and enjoy the symphony of the forests.

in the estate. One day, his mother left him behind when
they were crossing a river. He realized Logan’s front paw
was hairless and covered in maggots and was injured.
He then took Logan and kept him till he recovered from
the maggot wounds.

Image: Climbing is a challenge for Logan. But, Logan does it well.
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Logan has taught us a lot. Never give up! If you persist,

bear, he would be the one who initiates ‘play fights’ with

miracles awaits you. After four years of rehabilitation at

others most of the time, his playful nature has helped

the BSBCC, Logan has grown and become the bravest

him mixes easily with other bears, and they love venture

bear that you have ever seen! He is still growing up,

into the forest together. Though, his invitation might got

learning and improving every day. We have high hopes

rejected by others, he will patiently remained by their

that he will return to the forest and become wild

side. He knows how to enjoy his own way.

someday. Logan definitely deserves a second chance
and a better life!

Logan loves food and is not fussy about them. He is
always venturing around and so busy in looking for
snacks like small invertebrates. We are happy to see his

Text and photos by Seng Yen Wah

mouth is full, and his belly is round. Although now he
has become chubby!

Image: “Wake up Noah, wake up! Let’s play!” - Logan

Image: “I am ready to have fun.” - Logan

Image: Logan and Joe are going to snack hunting.

Image: Enjoying the water spa with Romolina.

Image: Close his eyes and and listen to the rhythm of the forest.
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Logan is a carefree bear, tolerant, playful and an active
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Wild and Free

den, provided her with different natural structural

After Sunbearo and Loki were reintroduced into the wild

enrichments to enrich her daily life, and encourage her

in January of last year, we are happy to announce that

natural bear behaviour. She will practise her ‘wild bear

we have successfully released Wawa, a six-year-old adult

skills’ daily, such as digging, foraging and climbing,

female sun bear, back into the wild this year, on February

these skills are essential for survival in the wild. On 17th

26, 2022. She is the 11th bear to be reintroduced into

November 2016, Wawa took her first brave step out onto

the wild by the BSBCC.

the ground in the forest enclosure. As she touches the
ground, she could not wait to explore everything inside

Wawa arrived at the BSBCC on the

18th

of March, 2016,

the forest enclosure.

when she was just four months old. She was spotted
by the Forest Management Unit (FMU) 16, Pinangah,
Telupid district. At that time, when the officer brought
her to the FMU, she apperead weak. The next day, they
surrendered her to the Sabah Wildlife Department, soon
she was sent to the Lok Kawi Wildlife Park and then to
the BSBCC.
Ideally, bear cubs will stay with their mother until two
to three years old. However, Wawa had suffered from
the loss of her mother, and was found alone. Due to this
emotional trauma, she was afraid to be introduced to
a new environment, being grumpy and start growling.

Image: Wawa has a great enthusiasm! She shows her skills to survive in the forest,
foraging food, building nests, climbing trees and identifying threats.

She definitely felt safer and preferred to stay in the den

She has since proven that she is an explorer! She

rather than out in the forest.

has excellent climbing skills and is one of the most
adventurous and outgoing bears in the BSBCC. She

Time passes by, Wawa has now adapted to her

is superb at exploring and investigating both the

new surroundings slowly. For Wawa to improve her

enrichment and the environment. She explores, plays,

confidence, her keepers placed her in a larger exercise

climbs and rests in the forest. Wawa is vigilant, she is
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After a few hours’ drive, we finally arrived. The sky

approaches her, she will give a warning bark or even

was still dark. Wawa looked alert from her cage. While

chase them away. She is gaining strength (both

the team is waiting for the sky to turn bright, they

physically and mentally), confidence and developing her

inspected the release site and made final preparations.

independence. After six years of rehabilitation in BSBCC,

When everything was ready, the moment finally came.

she now had the opportunity to live in the wild again!

As soon as the door opened at 6.29 am, Wawa ran out
of the cage and soon disappeared into deep forest. It
was an emotional moment to see her being released
into the wild. The real freedom now belongs to Wawa,
we hope she enjoys her new adventure in the wild. Her
movements will be monitored via satellite collar by the
BSBCC team. Stay wild, Wawa!
BSBCC would liked to take this opportunity and give
our thanks to the Sabah Forestry Department, the
Sabah Wildlife Department, Yayasan Hasanah, Yayasan
Sime Darby and everyone who has been following and

Image: Wawa is an explorer. She loves to spend all day long in the forest.

supporting us. We can’t do it without you. The pandemic

Wawa is ready to go back to the wild!

COVID-19 has affected our Centre and left a huge impact

On 25th February 2022, our resident veterinarian, Dr

to last much longer. Your help will allow us to sustain

Yeoh Boon Nie, assisted by the bear care team, conducted
a final check-up on Wawa. After that, we transferred
Wawa to a translocation cage, and her keeper cared for
her wellbeing by closely monitoring from sedation to
recovery. Just before midnight, the night sky was clear.
The team loaded the cage onto a vehicle. Everything

on our income from eco-tourism and this is expected
our cause to promote sun bear conservation in Borneo
through animal welfare, conservation, rehabilitation,
education and research, giving captured sun bears a
better home and restoring their right to live in the wild.
Your support will make a difference in the life of the sun
bear! Every little bit counts!

was ready! The bear release team and Wawa set off for
the forest reserves.

Text by Seng Yen Wah
Photos by Chiew Lin May and Seng Yen Wah

Image: Stay wild, Wawa!
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aware of her surrounding. When a stranger gradually

Catch up on our wonderful journey of releasing Wawa into the wild by clicking or scanning the QR codes below:
After 3 hours of driving, we arrive at Lahad Datu to have
a short break and give some food and water to Wawa.

Wawa is fitted with a new satellite collar and placed into
Finally arrived at the release site after 6 hours of driving.

the transportation crate.

Everyone is tired but excited at the same time to prepare
for her release.

Loading up Wawa into our truck to the release site seems
easy thanks to the aluminium crate donated by Global
Wildlife Construction.

The final words for Wawa.

Time to hit the road.

The wild journey begins. Enjoy your new home, Wawa.

The Sun Bear Voice
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The preparation for Wawa release just begins.
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BSBCC VIDEO
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or scanning the QR codes below.
Sun bears play an important role in the ecosystem as

Sun bears eat a wide range of food in the forest including

they serve as forest engineers and doctors.

fruits, insects, invertebrates, small animals and honey.

Sun bears climb down the same way they go up the

Sun bears love to cool themselves in the water and drink

tree, with their heads at the top.

from creeks and streams in the forest.

Sun bears spend a lot of time grooming themselves.

Sun bear claw marks on a fig tree! Sun bears feed on

They generally focus on their paws because they are

figs in the rainforest. They have to climb up high on the

important tools for climbing, digging and eating.

fig trees to harvest the figs and leave distinctive claw
marks on the trees.
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For those of your who have missed our informative and educational videos, you can now enjoy the videos by tapping

NOTABLE VISITOR
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MOTAC’s visit

We were honored to receive a visit from the CEO of

On the 9th of February 2022, our Centre was visited by

Yayasan Sime Darby (YSD) or Sime Darby Foundation,

the Secretary General of Ministry of Tourism, Arts and

Dr. Hjh. Yatela Zainal Abidin, and a few of YSD officers

Culture (MOTAC), YBhg. Datuk Dr. Noor Zari bin Hamat

as a part of YSD’s visits to projects supported and

and delegates, the visit started at 1pm and finished by

funded by Yayasan Sime Darby in Sabah. YSD has been

2pm.

becoming the backbone of BSBCC since the early days
of BSBCC and has supported us numerous times for

The visit was a part of the visit to development projects

the past few years. The group’s arrival at the Centre

funded by the MOTAC. BSBCC is one of the projects

was warmly greeted by the Founder and CEO of BSBCC,

funded by the ministry, and, in particular, our new

Dr. Wong Siew Te, and the team. They were personally

shop building finished on the 7th of January 2021.

guided by Dr. Wong to watch the sun bears residing

The delegates were guided by Dr.Wong Siew Te, who

in BSBCC forest enclosures, with information sharing

took them to observe the bears roaming in the natural

among the two sides. The YSD’s group was also brought

forest enclosures while participating in an information

to take a closer look and witness the daily routines in the

exchange.

bear houses and were guided to the new shop building
Big thanks to Ministry of Tourism, Arts and Culture for

afterward. The visit was finished by 5 pm.

the support and funding to our Centre, especially during
The Movement Control Order (MCO) due to the COVID-19

these hard times.

pandemic outbreak which started in March 2020, has
hindered the entries of foreign visitors, bringing the
tourism industry to a pause, thus affecting the Centre’s
main revenue. Yayasan Sime Darby has provided a major
portion of the budget to fund the Centre’s operation and
support it through hard times. No words can describe
how deeply grateful we are for the support given during
the time.

Image: Dr. Wong giving some briefing to YBhg. Datuk Dr. Noor Zari bin Hamat
while heading to the second observation platform.

Image: Group photo with Dr. Hjh. Yatela and Yayasan Sime Darby’s officers.
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Yayasan Sime Darby’s visit
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BSBCC was also featured in these online news:

Saving Sun Bear Book Club:
January and February 2022

•

长期被非法饲养-马来熊严重营养不良

(Ex-pet

sun

Catch up with the monthly Saving Sun Bears Book Club

bear was in malnourished condition). Sinchew.

Virtual meeting for the January and February sessions

com.my. 09th January 2022. https://www.sinchew.

by scanning or clicking the QR codes below.

com.my/20220109/ 长期被非法饲养-马来熊严重营养不
良/
•

[Podcast]

The

ABC’s

of

Biodiversity:

Sun

Bears. The Bussiness Station. 12th January 2022.
https://www.bfm.my/podcast/the-bigger-picture/
earth-matters/the-abcs-of-biodiversity-sun-bears?f
bclid=IwAR3vXhOL7eDcjCOz89gwnSpfbNSiaP7sUm
Yhaqly3WM4MFhf0wSOgnqMado
•

Traumatized sun bear rescued after spending
four years in cage. Newsweek. 13th February
2022.

https://www.newsweek.com/sun-bear-

rescued-after-spending-four-years-cage-malaysia1668608?fbclid=IwAR2Z767zzFxGUxzDTiZZDfMygu
uRrUV88JC07SUBaTz0qMz96Xsw-_jct38
•

How a little-known bear and Coast author are
inspiring next generation of conservationists.
Daily Express. 16th February 2022. https://www.
sunshinecoastnews.com.au/2022/02/16/savingsun-bears/

•

Sandakan’s

remarkable

Daily Express.

Image: Saving Sun Bear Book Club monthly virtual meeting on the
10th of January 2022.

20th

nature

attractions.

February 2022. http://www.

dailyexpress.com.my/news.cfm?NewsID=187338&
fbclid=IwAR0kYEluHBm7oXzf9X8eifcOub1wk5ZcW
gUMCaEgR-yTpg9c07tvOXM_Djo#.YhH2USlBGCM.
facebook
•

Back to the wild. Daily Express. 27th February 2022.
https://www.dailyexpress.com.my/news/187722/
back-to-the-wild/

•

Brighter days ahead for Wawa the sun bear.
The Star. 28th February 2022. https://www.thestar.
com.my/news/nation/2022/02/28/brighter-daysahead-for-wawa-the-sun-bear

Image: Saving Sun Bear Book Club monthly virtual meeting on the
10th of February 2022.
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Volunteers & Internships

Internship at BSBCC

BSBCC currently houses 43 rescued and one captive-

international institutions for their internship at the

born sun bears in our two bear houses and a quarantine

Centre. Interns will have the opportunity to learn about

facility. Each day, the captive sun bears are provided

the rehabilitation of once captive sun bears. Interns will

with ample food and activities to stimulate healthy bear

also study the importance of bear enrichment and of

behaviour. Volunteers and interns help our keepers to

cleanliness of the facility. They will also be provided with

achieve our goals in looking after the welfare of these

a rare opportunity to learn about the behaviours of this

bears and helping them in their rehabilitation process.

little-known species up close.

BSBCC Volunteer Programme

BATs group

BSBCC continues to receive help from volunteers across

The BATs group programme at BSBCC will learn about

the world. The BSBCC volunteer programme, conducted

sun bear ecology, helping in basic building techniques

in collaboration with APE Malaysia, has been active up

and develop their skills in teamwork and leadership

to mid-March 2020, before the COVID-19 pandemic

skills in the challenging environment.

BSBCC

welcomes

students

from

any

local

and

has put a hold on the programme until further notice.
Volunteers in this programme were supervised by
BSBCC staff with much-appreciated assistance from
the APE Malaysia team. Besides helping the keepers
in caring for the bears at the Centre, volunteers also
helped to spread awareness on the plights of sun bears

If you would like to make a difference and enjoy the
experience of a lifetime, please join us. Learn about our
volunteer programme on our website www.bsbcc.org.
my/volunteer.html or email us at info.bsbcc@gmail.com
for further enquiries.

through the education booth at our visitor Centre. Let’s
hope that the COVID-19 pandemic will end quickly so
everyone can come and contribute as volunteers and
interns.
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The staff were very welcoming and had the patience to

One Month Was Never Going to be
Enough
by Logananthini A/P Solayappan

teach me the daily routines although it was my first in this
kind of environment, doing animal husbandry. It gave
me an idea to strive to improve myself so that I could
one day be in a similar situation where I can play a hand

Hi there, I’m Loga. I came to the BSBCC to volunteer

in animal conservation so that our future generations

because, while I was looking for job opportunities, I

can live to see these majestic animals in action. Thanks

thought I needed to at least pick up some skills and

to my buddy, Pradeep who had the patience to answer

experiences. Although choosing the BSBCC wasn’t on my

my questions. He really gave us the knowledge about

mind as a first choice, but as my friend’s suggestion, I

sun bears and other general knowledge, which can be

knew the environment was going to be good for learning

applied to conservation projects. For me he is ten in

new knowledge in the environmental field, specifically

one. Thanks also to Adneen, Mizuno, David, Jude, Oliver,

animal husbandry, and growing as a person overall.

Wawan, and Ivan. Thanks to Dr Boon for allowing us
to join the medical check-up and the happiness when I

I come from the State of Melaka and I had never seen

get the chance to help the bears and grateful as I was

an actual sun bear up close in my life until now. This

the part of the medical check-up. Not to forget the Papa

one month of volunteering at the BSBCC has been

Bear, thanks Dr. Wong for spending some hours with us

eye-opening and has brought me much joy as well as

to share your knowledge and thoughts.

sorrow; the joy that I can be a part of such a project to
try to rehabilitate these cute animals and the sorrow is
where I learn that through my volunteering, what these
animals and other similar species go through because of
human actions.
This one month was full of excitement as it was a change
of pace from my recent internship in another place.
Every little thing that the bears do pique my interest
and tickle me in my heart every time I see them. As I
cleaned their cages, I felt that I was helping to make the
bears more comfortable in their captive environment.
As I prepared their food and fed them every day, I felt
satisfied as they enjoyed their meals. The enrichments
that I helped to prepare for them kept them occupied
so that they wouldn’t resort to any abnormal behaviour
resulting from the other outside factors.

Image: Cleaning the cage.

Image: An introductory talk of sun bear by Pradeep, BSBCC Bear Care Officer.

Image: The bear house team.
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Volunteer Story

face showed up; it’s the same face I have been

by Koh Jieh Long

seeing on social media and online webinars, with the

I paid for the ticket, passed through the gallery, walked

conservationists. Dr. Wong and I chatted for a bit - after

up a flight of stairs, was greeted by a member of staff

I pulled back my hand that was meant for an awkward

before I saw the sun bears in their forest enclosure;

handshake but got rejected (because COVID).

name that I have been hearing from the other wildlife

everything made me feel welcomed on my first visit to
the BSBCC. I took photos of the sun bears eating their

Not long after, I found myself cleaning cages in the bear

“third feeding” of the day, while Max, from the ticketing

house, and preparing meals and enrichments for Julaini,

staff, set up a spotting scope that’s pointed directly

Romolina, Simone, Kudat, Along, Dodop, Ronnie Boy...I

at one of the sun bears’ favourite treats in the wild -

soon found out that Dr. Wong is very passionate and will

“sarang kelulut” or stingless bee’s nest. I felt drawn to

always carve out his time and space to talk to people

this place, even before the entrance to the BSBCC - on

about nature, about sun bears, wildlife conservation,

the wooden walkway leading to the ticket counter/shop,

life..., and not sure if it’s just with me - about whether

birds were singing, orangutans making nests, Prevost’s

I have a girlfriend (x5). I liked talking to him, and I’m

squirrels chasing one another... What if I could volunteer

sure many young people would agree feeling inspired

here?

after a conversation. My respect for Dr. Wong grew after
finishing “Saving Sun Bears” - Dr. Wong’s biography

I knew BSBCC has a volunteer program; I had been

authored by Sarah Pye. The book develops the innocent

wanting to experience it for a long time. This is an

childhood of little Wong who just liked animals, to a

internationally

facility

rough, thankless journey in wildlife conservation where

that is established enough to allow tourists to visit; a

people like Dr. Wong have to do A LOT of “balancing” in

non-governmental wildlife sanctuary capable of self

decision making, especially when you are in the position

sustainment without compromising the welfare of their

of a CEO or the director of an organisation.

recognised

sun

bear

rehab

captive animals. On top of that, it has released multiple
sun bears to the wilderness of the Tabin Wildlife Reserve
which is truly a rare case in Malaysia. Naturally, I am
curious of how they make it this far and still standing
amidst the COVID pandemic?

Image: Collecting banana stem.

When Dr. Boon designs the sun bears’ daily food intake
and dietary supplements, she’s trying to achieve balance
between BSBCC budget and 45 sun bears’ nutritional

Image: Enrichment - The Leaning Tower of Pisa.

needs; when Yen Wah walks baby Luna in the bushes,

I walked through the gallery to knock on the door to the

she’s seeking balance between Luna’s safety and wild

BSBCC office. I asked the person answering the door:

instincts; when Pradeep plans feeding time and location,

“Can I talk to someone about your volunteer program?”.

he’s balancing sun bear welfare and visibility for the

I was told to wait and after a few minutes, a familiar

tourist; and when Mizuno prepares his team to retrieve

The Sun Bear Voice
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Keeping Things in Balance

In cage 7, Nano is sleeping on a tyre swing that’s about

deep forest of Tabin, he makes sure he knows the

2/3 his size. Other bears that have played with the

strength and weaknesses of his team members.

tyre swing struggled to keep their balance; they would
eventually get off the swing by climbing on to the ceiling

When Dr. Wong makes decisions though, I can only

mesh where the ropes of the swing are attached. Nano

imagine it must be similar to how the Chinese acrobat

found his balance on that swing, and so he gets to

balances ten spinning plates at the end of each long

enjoy resting comfortably at some height away from the

stick while someone else does a headstand on top of

cement floor of his cage; the same way sun bears find

his head. “Things will never be perfect, and we need to

their balance in a tree, where they construct their nests

accept that”, I have learnt. We don’t always get our way.

and rest. Trees sway in the wind, balance points shift,

I just need to practice being grateful for the things that

how do we keep the balance and rest in comfort?

I have, starting by thanking BSBCC for the opportunity
to learn.

Now back to my own balance in life.

Image: Nano resting on the tyre swing in Cage 7. I had the idea of making a swing
out of tyre as an enrichment for the bears; then the bear keeper, Mohd Nur Adneen
collected the materials and did most of the job.

Image: Barely hanging on to life.

Image: Koh Jieh Long (middle) together with the bear care team.
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GPS collars dropped by the released sun bears in the

Adoption Programme
corporation by adopting a sun bear or buying a gift for
our sun bears (such as: medicine, food, or toys) to show
you care and support the valuable work of BSBCC.
Adopting a bear is a great way to learn about sun bears
while helping BSBCC meet the costs of rehabilitation.
Funds raised by the adoption program are used to
provide and create a better living condition for all of our
bears.
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1. Alexandra Prudente

31. Lim Boon Siong

2. Ali Anwar

32. Lim Cheng Yuan

3. Ashley Tan

33. Lim Cheng Zhao

4. Barbara Billington

34. Lim Hui Wern

5. Bethany Johnson

35. Liow Shen Yan

6. Candle Pit Stop

36. Lisa Garforth

7. Catherine Barr

37. Lo Yen Yen

8. Ch’ng Beng Keat

38. Lori Bull

9. Chris Kay

39. Mak Heng Poi

10. Chuah Jern Ern

40. Marco Indek

11. CK Teh

41. Mike Haines

12. Edlyn Mag Eiry

42. Muhammad Irfan

13. Elena Garavelli

Fahry bin Rosli

14. Ezekiel Gabriel Andy

43. Ng Wai Heng

15. Fam Jia Wei

44. Ngan Xue Kai

16. Gabriele Besso Pianetto 45. Ngan Xue Kang
46. Ngan Xue Qing

18. Goh Cheng Loong

47. Ngan Xue Yi

19. Helena Berg

48. Nicole Ramsay

20. Janet Wroe

49. Paul Alan Wilson

21. Jenny Wilkinson

50. Paul McCarthy

22. Jeremy Lai

51. Peter Lowe

23. Joanna Wong

52. Ruth McDonald

24. Jonathan Taves

53. Sabrina Ng Wen Chee

25. Julia Dittberner

54. Siew Yoong Chin

26. Jungle Culture Club

55. Stormi Dykes

Adopt our Share Bears now!

27. Kee Soo Li

56. Tina Tan

Show your supports to our Centre to take care of the

28. Khor Yuan Chun

57. Wong Bing Haw

world’s smallest bears by adopting one of the following

29. Leona Ashby

58. Yee Jin Hew

bears below:

30. Lim Beng Soon

59. Yong Yi Lin
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Share Bear Adoption

To all our supporters, donors and adopters, all of your
supports (such as: monetary, morale, hope and prayers)
do mean a lot to us, especially during this time of the

The
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the sun bear cause. Thank you!
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Scan or click this QR code to buy
gift or adopt one of our sun bears.
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COVID-19 pandemic. Your kindness will be forever in
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Adoption Programne

Welcome a sun bear into your family, class, club or

January/February
adopters

17

OM adopted by Julie Clemitson (January 2022)

OM adopted by Julie Clemitson (February 2022)

DODOP adopted by Jochem Manus van der Jagt (January 2022)

The Sun Bear Voice
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January/February 2022 My Bear Adopters
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Bear Shop

Bear Shop
Whether it is for you or a gift for your loved ones, all purchases will help
us to protect, save and enrich the lives of the endangered sun bears.

Cotton cap: Green

Microfiber cap: Blue/
Green

Microfiber cap: Black/Red

Microfiber cap: Black/
Orange

Price: RM33

Price: RM33

Price: RM33

Cotton cap: Grey

Hat

BSBCC Car Logo Sticker

Embroidery Badge Logo

Price: RM33

Price: RM38

Price: RM6

Price: RM15

Canvas bag: Logo

Canvas bag: Sunbearo

Canvas bag: Save sun bear

Badge pin

Price: RM45

Price: RM45

Price: RM45

Price: RM15

Price: RM33

Please click or scan on the QR code
for the order form
if you are interested in purchasing
our merchandises.
Terms and conditions:
1. No cancellation upon
confirmation of purchase.
2. Additional charges for shipping
will be incurred.

Rattan bamboo bracelet

Rimba card game

Price: RM24

Price: RM115

The Sun Bear Voice

‘Limited Edition’ Print of
Bornean Sun Bear
Price: RM300

Volume 9, Number 2
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Bear Shop

Bear Shop
Whether it is for you or a gift for your loved ones, all purchases will help
us to protect, save and enrich the lives of the endangered sun bears.

T-shirt: I Belong to the
Forest Unisex

T-shirt: Tongue Unisex Dry
Fit

T-shirt: Chestmark Unisex
Dry Fit

Price: RM62

Price: RM55

Price: RM55

Price: RM55

Logo Unisex T-shirt

T-shirt: Save Sun Bear

Soft toy: Handmade bear

Soft toy: Standing bear

Price: RM55

Price: RM55

Price: RM120

Price: RM38

Soft toy: Sitting bear

Coin bag

Magnet card

Keychain Carving

Price: RM35

Price: RM25

Price: RM25/EA

Price: RM9

Polo Unisex Shirt
Colour: Black / Grey

The Sun Bear Voice
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Bear Shop

Bear Shop
Whether it is for you or a gift for your loved ones, all purchases will help
us to protect, save and enrich the lives of the endangered sun bears.

Saving Sun Bears: One
Man’s Quest to Save A
Species

Wildlife Wong and the Sun
Bear

Wildlife Wong and the
Orangutan

Wildlife Wong and the
Pygmy Elephant

Price: RM100

Price: RM38

Price: RM38

Price: RM38

The Wild Treehouse of
Borneo

River of Borneo

The Sun Bear’s Food Hunt

I Belong to the Forest

Price: RM45

Price: RM12.90

Price: RM50

Price: RM45

Animal Story Bundle Book
(English version)

Animal Story Bundle Book
(Chinese version)

Beautiful Borneo
Colouring Book

Price: RM51.60

Price: RM51.60

Price: RM25

The Sun Bear Voice

Volume 9, Number 2

Wild Adventure
Price: RM62
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Donors & Contributors
kind and financial support from various individuals and
agencies. We acknowledge the continuous support from
the following contributors (January/ February 2022):
•

Alexandra Howes

•

James F Felts

•

Anne Mapson

•

Jan Kuehnhausen

•

Biljana Markova

•

Jason Woolgar

•

Bjoern Tang Lynggaard •

Jennifer Logan-Porter

Sara White

•

Teresa Rivas

•

Sejal Petal

•

TLC Houseware Sdn

•

Sim Jonathan

Bhd

•

Sook Yuen Yan

•

William Bigelow

•

Stephen November

•

Wong Meng Li

•

Susan White

•

Yeoh Poh Chin

•

Tan May Leng

•

Yvonne Eisner

•

Tan Siok Thin

•

Zhi Min Low

•

Tanya Stevenson

•

Zhu Xun

•

Teoh Saw Ling

Olesen

•

Jens Soderlund

•

Brenton Head

•

John Hechtel

•

Carolyn Fairclough

•

Jorge Julian Plascencia-

•

Christina Thain

Lliteras

•

Christine Koerting

•

•

Christopher Chacksfield •

•

Chuah Jern Ern

•

Kristen Buckely

PPM 219, Elopura, 90000 Sandakan, Sabah, Malaysia.

•

Cinzia Moncini

•

Lee Zi Ling

Contact number: +6 089 534 491

•

Colin Hoare

•

Leong Chia Yeen

E-mail: info.bsbcc@gmail.com

•

Eliane Duthoit

•

Lilian Vetch

•

Elina Teplinsky

•

Michelle Phoong

•

Eu Yeok Siew

•

Mun Cheong

•

Fatin Nadiah

•

Ng Chooi Lan

•

Gavin Thomson

•

Ngiam Tee Yang

•

Gry N

•

Pamela Xin Yi

•

Hazel M Watts

•

Pavel Berkovich

•

Hng Lee Ying

•

Pertubuhan Delegasi

•

Hui Yee Foo

Muda Kelestarian

•

Hum Huey Li

•

Samantha Rudofsky

•

Ira Rakiz

•

Sara Hamlin

•

Jack Ladenheim

•

Sara Prados

BORNEAN SUN BEAR CONSERVATION CENTRE
Location address:
Mile 14, Jalan Sepilok, Off Jalan Labuk, 90000
Sandakan, Sabah, Malaysia

Joseph Grabowski

Postal address:

Koh Che Hun

If you would like to make a direct donation to BSBCC,
you can do so with one of these methods:
•

Bornean

Sun

Bear

Conservation

Centre

(BSBCC)
- Donate any amount directly to BSBCC through our
paypal account by clicking the donate button on our
With contributions of photos & text from

website: www.bsbcc.org.my
•

Seng Yen Wah, Pradeep A/L Gunasegaran, Chiew Lin May,
Logananthini A/P Solayappan, Koh Jieh Long, Mohd Haniff bin

Wong Siew Te

- Send an email to our CEO and Founder, Dr. Wong Siew
Te, for further inquiries on donating directly to us at
wongsiew@hotmail.com

Mohd Busrah & Risnayati Lammu
Proofreading / English editor
Teresa Fung Wing Ka & Lori Bull
Compiled & edited by
Risnayati Lammu
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Donors & Contributors

BSBCC’s work would never be possible without in-

•

